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Respondents, by and through their attorneys of record, the law firm of

Marquis Aurbach Coffing, hereby file their Reply in Support of Motion to

Substitute as Real Parties in Interest for this Appeal and Dismiss.

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

I. LAW AND ARGUMENT

Over and over again, the opposition contains a consistent pattern of hollow

argument – citation to a bare rule of law (general v. specific statute, medical

insurance payments, public policy) without providing specific legal authority how

that rule might actually apply to this case; particularly in light of Nevada’s

established case law concerning the execution of choses in action. In place of that

missing authority, Diamanti and Reynolds offer unsupported and meaningless

opinion. Despite what they may think, the definition of personal property does not

conflict with the rule identifying which orders are appealable.

Even then, their unsupported talking points make little sense. The concept

that they are “financially drained” has no bearing. They didn’t even care enough to

show up at the auction they admit was properly noticed. Mind you, Diamanti and

Reynolds are the ones that filed the underlying lawsuit.

The opposition’s arguments are meritless. The motion must be granted.

. . . .
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A. RESPONDENTS CAN, AND MUST, BE SUBSTITUTED IN AS
THE REAL PARTIES IN INTEREST FOR THIS APPEAL

The thrust of Diamanti and Reynolds argument is that, if they win, the

attorney fee and cost award will be overturned and any monies received must be

turned over. This argument suffers from a significant flaw: Diamanti and

Reynolds no longer own this appeal. Raffi and Luxury Holdings own it.

B. NO DEFENSES ARE AT ISSUE IN THIS APPEAL

Reynolds and Diamanti claim that there is a defense at issue in this case.

Not so. There were no counterclaims in the district court. Thus, there were no

defenses for Reynolds and Diamanti to assert. The concept that they had defenses

to the motion for attorney fees and costs is legally incorrect. Those are not

defenses – they are legal arguments.

Regardless, Diamanti and Reynolds barely opposed the underlying motion

for attorney fees. In the district court, they flat out admitted that an award of fees

and costs was proper, and their only argument was that the attorney fee and cost

award should be “tempered by reason and fairness.” See Opposition at pg. 2, ll. 21

– 22, Exhibit 9 (“Plaintiff acknowledge that due to this Court’s decision in favor

of Defendants, Defendants are entitled to a reasonable award of attorney’s fees[,]”

id. at pg. 3, ll. 2 – 4).
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C. IT IS WELL KNOWN THAT CHOSES IN ACTION ARE
SUBJECT TO EXECUTION

Reynolds and Diamanti’s argument concerning conflicting statutes does not

hold water. NRAP 3A(b)(1) and NRS 10.045 do not conflict. One (NRAP 3A)

sets forth the orders subject to appeals. The other (NRS 10.045) defines personal

property in this jurisdiction. They have nothing to do with one another. Nor is one

more specific to a right than another. They address different topics.

Despite Reynolds and Diamanti’s urging otherwise, this Court has already

addressed the execution of choses in action: “Based on the above statutory

authority, we conclude that rights of action held by a judgment debtor are personal

property subject to execution in satisfaction of a judgment.” Gallegos v. Malco

Enterprises of Nevada, Inc., 127 Nev. 579, 582, 255 P.3d 1287, 1289 (2011).

Moreover, one need only consider Reynolds and Diamanti’s discussion of the

cases set forth in the moving papers: Non-existent.

Confirming the propriety of garnishing choses in action is NRS 31.290, the

statute which sets forth Nevada’s form garnishment interrogatories. Under that

statute, the following is a statutory garnishment interrogatory which our

Legislature approved and passed into law:

. . . .

. . . .
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Did you have in your possession, in your charge or under your
control, on the date the writ of garnishment was served upon you, any
money, property, effects, goods, chattels, rights, credits or choses in
action of the defendants, or either of them, or in which
............................is interested? If so, state its value, and state fully all
particulars.

. . .

Do you know of any debts owing to the defendants, whether
due or not due, or any money, property, effects, goods, chattels, rights,
credits or choses in action, belonging to ............... or in which
...........................is interested, and now in the possession or under the
control of others? If so, state particulars.

. . .

Id.

D. THE OPPOSITION IS A FIRE DRILL

One need only consider the efforts Reynolds and Diamanti took to stop

execution to determine how serious they are about this appeal:

 They filed a motion to stay in district court but never sought to have a

hearing;

 Reynolds and Diamanti claim, without evidence, that they cannot

obtain a supersedeas bond (even though they are typically obtained from insurance

companies);

 Reynolds and Diamanti admit they were aware of the writ;

 Reynolds and Diamanti admit they were aware of the auction date;
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 Reynolds and Diamanti admit they did not show up to the auction.

Basically, Reynolds and Diamanti want this Court to reverse precedent

concerning the execution of choses in action in order defend rights that neither

Reynolds nor Diamanti ever took steps to protect.

II. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Court should grant the instant motion,

substitute Raffi and Luxury Holdings as appellants for this appeal, only, and

dismiss the appeal.

Dated this 6th day of August, 2019.

MARQUIS AURBACH COFFING

By /s/ Christian T. Balducci
Christian T. Balducci, Esq.
Nevada Bar No. 12688
10001 Park Run Drive
Las Vegas, Nevada 89145
Attorneys for Respondents
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filed electronically with the Nevada Supreme Court on the 6th day of August,

2019. Electronic Service of the foregoing document shall be made in accordance

with the Master Service List as follows:

Bradley M. Marx, Esq.
brad@marxfirm.com

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

/s/ Cheryl Becnel
An employee of Marquis Aurbach Coffing
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